Relax

Work

Play

The Cabin Collection
featuring Premium Sheds

Relax
Work
Play
How will you
use yours?
GYM
STUDY
SAUNA
CHILL OUT ROOM
PLAYROOM
GARDEN ROOM
SUMMER HOUSE
MAN SHED
SHE SHED
HOME OFFICE
HOME BAR
WORKSHOP

The only limitation
is your imagination

STUDIO
OUTDOOR DINING
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For more information and a
gallery of images please visit
www.jobearnshaw.co.uk

If your new cabin is part of a garden makeover we will be
delighted to design and supply decking, paving, pergolas,
arches and furniture to complete your design.
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Perfect solutions for your lifestyle....
Introducing our cabin collection

NEW AND
EXCLUSIVE

Traditional log cabin
built especially for you

A contemporary
outdoor living space

The shed of sheds

The ultimate flexible
workspace
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We’re with you
every step of
the way....
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Quality as standard

Superior fittings

All of our cabins are built to the
same high specification using
joinery grade white wood, 45mm
log walls, 28mm flooring and
21mm roof boards. No skimping
on timber here.

Insurance grade locks, high
quality polyester-based felt and
quality glazing. We don’t build
our cabins to be the cheapest on
the web - we build in quality as
standard.

We understand that
purchasing a log cabin
is likely to be a once in a
lifetime occurrence. We
don’t expect you to be an
expert (although we don’t
mind if you are) – that’s
why we’ve made the
process of choosing your
log cabin as straightforward
as possible.

Designed around you
Our Cabin Collection is composed of five clearly defined models, designed to meet your
needs whilst adding a touch of flair and originality to your garden.

For more information and a gallery of images please visit www.jobearnshaw.co.uk

Simple, honest pricing

On-site displays

Dedicated experts

Made in Yorkshire

Our cabin prices include floors,
roofs, delivery and fitting - many
companies offer these as ‘optional
extras’! We don’t supply build-ityourself kits because we want to
make sure your cabin goes up,
and stays up, without a hitch.

There’s really no substitute
for touching, feeling and
stepping inside our cabins.
That’s why we’ve assembled
a comprehensive selection of
display models across our three
centres.

At Midgley, Wentworth and Brigg,
we have well trained staff to inform
and advise you at every stage.

Working closely with our partner
company LGL, based in a
dedicated workshop at our
Wentworth centre, we hand build
every cabin specifically to suit
your requirements.
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The only limitation
is your imagination
Whether you’re dreaming of a place to entertain
guests, or you are a modern professional
requiring a work-from-home studio, the Arcadia
can become a true living space in your garden.
All of our Arcadia cabins are fully bespoke, designed to your
exact specifications and as a result are quoted individually.
We will even provide a scaled CAD drawing showing what
your design would look like.

For more information and a gallery of images please visit www.jobearnshaw.co.uk

The Arcadia utilises the same 45mm
log as our traditional cabins, but with
a different ‘post & panel’ construction
method. The Arcadia can be supplied
complete with electrics, lights and an
insulation package to enable year-round
enjoyment.
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We can also build using pine, stainless
steel, cedar or composite boarding,
under pitched or flat roofs, with options
including floating walls and double
glazing. Bring us your idea and we will
bring it to life – and that even includes
semi-subterranean cabins!

Totally bespoke build from
planning to construction
Potential to be fully insulated for
year round use

make a contemporary statement
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creating a classic chalet look
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Traditional log cabin
built especially for you
The Middleton Cabin is a traditionally styled
log cabin with classic ‘chalet style’ front, and
is versatile enough to use for relaxation, work,
study or play.
You can choose to preserve the natural charm of a
wood grain finish or go for your own unique painted
combination. Either way, a Middleton Cabin will look
fantastic in your garden and provide a robust and
practical way to make the most of your outdoor space.
Our experts will be delighted to help you configure a
Middleton Cabin to suit your garden and meet your needs.

Log cabins are a versatile, affordable
and increasingly popular way to use
space in your garden to enhance your
lifestyle. Whatever you have in mind for
your log cabin, we can create the perfect
building for you.

Relax, work, study or play
Traditional log cabin styling

For an easy way to specify and configure your
perfect cabin, pick up our Cabin Builder Brochure
on-site or download it from our website.

Wide range of sizes, doors
and windows

For more information and a gallery of images please visit www.jobearnshaw.co.uk
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A contemporary outdoor living space

The Retreat is a new and exclusive outdoor
living space, on display at Midgley.
Perfect for al-fresco dining, as a hot tub shelter,
home bar, undercover play area or a relaxing area
from which to enjoy your garden... the potential is
as wide as your imagination!

NEW AND
EXCLUSIVE
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Perfect for outdoor social
gatherings
Supplied flat packed and
ready to build
Optional flooring

For an easy way to specify and configure your
perfect cabin, pick up our Cabin Builder Brochure
on-site or download it from our website.

The shed of sheds

We like to think of the Highfield as the most robust,
reliable garden shed you will ever own. Pick the right
size for you, position the fully boarded door and
window(s) in the cabin front, select an appropriate
roof style, and away you go.

Constructed from 45mm solid
interlocking timber with insurance
grade doors and locks, the range
of premium Highfield garden
buildings are substantial and
secure and are sure to offer many
years of flexible service.

Robust workshop, hobby room
or serious storage
Two roof styles to choose from
Simple off-the-peg sizing and
pricing

The ultimate flexible workplace

We know every large project has it’s own quirks and
requirements, so all Highfield Plus buildings are designed
to your exact specifications and quoted individually.
We will even provide a scaled CAD drawing showing
what your design would look like.

Large footprint workshops,
garages and much more
Tough, durable and functional
Totally bespoke build
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At Earnshaws, we’ve
developed our new
Cabin Collection to
ensure that whatever
you have in mind for
your log cabin, we
can create the perfect
building for you.

West Yorkshire Centre
Stocksmoor Road, Midgley,
Wakefield, WF4 4JG
01924 830055
sales@jobearnshaw.co.uk

South Yorkshire Centre
Barrowfield Lane, Wentworth,
Rotherham, S62 7TP
01226 742206
wentworth@jobearnshaw.co.uk

North Lincolnshire Centre
Bridge Street, Brigg,
North Lincolnshire, DN20 8NQ
01652 653165
brigg@jobearnshaw.co.uk

For more information and a gallery of images please visit www.jobearnshaw.co.uk

If your new cabin is part
of a garden makeover we
will be delighted to design
and supply decking, paving,
pergolas, arches and
furniture to complete your
design.
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Working in partnership with:

